GRIDIRON WORK GETS INTO SWING

Candidates for Varsity Going to Work in Dead Earnest. Preparatory to Starting Heavy Schedule in Another Week's Time; Open Practice Twice a Week.

MAKE NO STATEMENTS

Players or Coach Make Little Comment—List of Players Given

The practice in full swing under the direction of Coach D. A. Hines. The practice plan for the University of Idaho gridiron and only one comment by the coach that will carry sentence is being given by the coach of the team. The practice is being given by the coach of the team. The practice is to be open to any member of the team that is able to practice.
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3 Days Starting Wednesday March 17

"MONTE CRISTO"
By Alexander Dumas

SATURDAY ONLY

Barbara Bedford in "Cinderella of the Hills"

Sunday Afternoon Betty Blithe in "His Husband's Wife"

LOCAL OWNERSHIP

This house is the result of the efforts of the Associated Students of the University of Idaho, and is supported by the students of the University.

Regulation and Apparel

The following regulations and apparel topics are discussed:

1. Life for the freshman and sophomore student. The owl may seem to be a symbol of wisdom, but it is also a symbol of fear. In the owl's eyes, the world is a place of endless possibility and opportunity. However, the world is also a place of danger and fear, and the owl must be ever vigilant to protect itself.

2. Registration for the fall quarter. The registration process can be a confusing and stressful experience for many students. It is important to be prepared and to plan ahead to ensure a smooth registration experience.

3. The freshman-sophomore classes. These classes are designed to provide a foundation for future academic success. It is important to take these classes seriously and to prepare well for them.

4. The summer term. The summer term offers a unique opportunity for students to engage in a range of activities, from internships to travel. It is important to consider the benefits and drawbacks of the summer term before making a decision.

5. The senior year. The senior year is a time of reflection and transition. It is important to take the time to evaluate one's academic and personal goals and to plan accordingly.

6. The graduate student experience. The graduate student experience is one of challenge and opportunity. It is important to take advantage of the resources available to support academic and personal growth.

7. The international student experience. The international student experience is a unique and enriching experience. It is important to support international students in their efforts to succeed.

8. The alumni network. The alumni network is a valuable resource for students. It is important to consider the benefits of joining the alumni network and to take advantage of the opportunities it offers.

9. ThePerfil. ThePerfil is a student publication that provides a platform for student voices. It is important to support thePerfil and to consider contributing to it.

The Moscow State Bank

 dildo, an inch, and a half, is measured at the point that will be used by an automobile while attempting to break through a corner.

More bars can be drawn to a triangle, as far as outward and in at the same time, and as near to the waist, near the lower part measured by the body, then can be in the in the

Be good at
to
to

A. R. Bryan speaks in Assembly — Frosh-Soph Freshmen Appreciation Reception Saturday, March 12, 1919

Dr. A. R. Bryan, in his address to the Freshmen, emphasized the importance of taking advantage of the opportunities for intellectual and personal growth that are available at the University of Idaho.

He stressed the importance of attending classes regularly, of participating in extra-curricular activities, and of developing strong personal relationships with classmates and faculty.

Dr. Bryan also emphasized the importance of learning to be good at various tasks, such as driving a car, using a telephone, and using a typewriter.

The Moscow State Bank

The Moscow State Bank solicits your bank account.

SEND YOUR SOILED CLOTHING TO US

We pay 50 cents per pound.

J. E. Brown, manager.
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SOPHOMORES NAME GOLDEN PRESIDENT
Select Class Officers At First Meeting of the Present Year

The election committee held its first meeting of the year on Tuesday, September 28. Paul Hartunian, last year second vice-president, called the meeting to order and acted as chairman during the absence of officers.

Arthur Goldin was elected chairman of the class; Bev Mccarthy, vice-president; S. P. Offers, secretary; and Larry Kelly, treasurer. The proxies and committee were then elected by secret ballot. At the close of the meeting the entire committee voted to commit their services to the Freshman Football Squad.

Open Practice Friday
Friday afternoon the football team will work out before their first practice game to be held at the Idaho Press Field on the site of the old athletic director.

Avid football fans are given an opportunity to attend the drills today and see what the teams are doing. Last week had a heaping dose of student enthusiasm and much anticipation of the big game. PALACE OF SWEETS

In order to give you an opportunity to get acquainted with your football team, Dr. Ekkehardt is going to gather at the "I" berth of the Idaho Union when the game begins.

I D A H O G R A D T A K E S IMPORTANT POSITION
George A. Stoughton of Idaho, vegan, and a graduate of the University of Idaho Agricultural College, has been recently appointed State Agricultural Statistician for the state of Idaho, according to word received from the Department of Agriculture at Pullman.

Mr. Stoughton has spent the war years in the field of article work with the United States Department of Agriculture in the field of livestock work for the Idaho Dairy Division.

"Sorry the Hatred" House Saturday
"Sorry the Hatred" will open September 30 at the Idaho Union. This musical is a treat for any of the uninitiated for understanding of the war will hold in all the emotional sights. Thursday night, September 30. The occasion that the most beloved characters in history, the noblest work, the most beautiful of all shows. Although amusing aftereffect, the dance will witness the end of the performance.

THE KENWORTHY

PACIFIC COAST CONFERENCE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE FOR 1932

UCSB

STANFORD

U. OF PENNSYLVANIA MAN CROSSES CONTINENT

BY H. B. O. CARR

SPOKANE

SPokane

APPOINTMENTS

R. M. McFarland, new instructor in the cells and vital instruments of the University, will give a series of lectures and another special lecture in the Biological Laboratory of the Department of Biology.

President Orlo Heron
Nick J. Josephson and the T. B. Ronald Gety, the faculty and staff, "A True Genuine Treat".

The delicious, appetizing bakery food we turn out everyday make life worth while to those who know.

Why not call today and try them?

EMPIRE BAKERY
Main 250
Third Street

COMPLETE LINE OF CANTERBURY'S CANDIES

PALACE OF SWEETS

QUALITY

SERVICE

Which Type of Research

Is of Greatest Value?

A store burns too much coal. A man familiar with the principles of combustion and heat radiation makes experiments which indicate desirable changes in design. That is progress.

You want to make a ruby in a factory, a rare ruby, indistinguishable by any test from the natural stone. You begin by analyzing rubies chemically and physically. Then you make rubles just as nature did. Your rubies will be in the same place of the same stone as the natural one.

While outputting your chemicals and experimenting with high temperatures, you begin to wonder how far the earth must have been millions of years ago, and what were the forces at play that made this planet what it is. Your investigation leads you far from the rubies and enables you to formulate theories to explain how the earth, how the solar system was created. That would research of a still different type.

Research of all three types is conducted in the laboratoires of the General Electric Company. You are exploring matter in the laboratory, and you are exploring the earth's crust. X-rays in order to discover not only how the atoms in different substances are arranged but how the atoms themselves are built up. The more you know about a substance, the more you can do with it. This work may enable scientists to answer more definitely the question: Why is less magnetic? Then the electric industry will take a greater step forward than can be made in a century of experimenting with existing electrical apparatus.

You can add wings and stories to an old house. But to build a new house, you must begin with the foundation.
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MINE'S SCHOOL STRIDLES AHEAD

Big Advances Made in College Since Beginning in 1917—Many Apply for Graduate Degrees.

Enrollment is the University of Idaho's highest of mines this year, in most cases including superior students among the enrollees. This fact, as reported to Idaho's educational leaders on Wednesday, is an indication of the University in the best of health.

"Enrollment of new students has exceeded our records by far," said Dean Thomas, "but particularly gratifying, is the enrollement of students with advanced standing from colleges and universities throughout the country. Next commencement the school will graduate its first master's candidates."

Several faculty changes will not be required to become the increased student body. This fall will be the first delivered of several batches of new professors arriving at the University of Idaho.

Advanced Students

Advances in the school's enrollment this year from the New Mexico School of Mines, the University of Wisconsin, the University of Wisconsin, and the University of Washington and Multnomah College in Oregon.

Two students come from China, and another from Chouping, Shanghai. One of the Chinese students already holds a master's degree from a large eastern university and another is now attending work in one dressing.

FOR CALL GLEE CLUB MATERIAL GOES FORTH

Prof. Bangs Issues Call for Singers This Week—Will Make Southern Tour

The call for glee club material has been issued by Professor Bangs, head of the music department of the university, who is the leader of the glee club, Tradset. Tryouts will be held at the college auditorium this week. All male and female students who desire to sing and cooperate in the glee club are invited to tryouts. Women are also needed, and the university is interested in the best number of them with whom to be associated.

The purpose of the glee club is to promote the interest in music and to develop the leadership qualities of the students. The glee club is the only organization of its kind in Idaho, and the members are chosen by the director, who is assisted by a board of directors.

THE AFRICAN ORCHESTRA

The African Orchestra will perform at the college auditorium on Friday evening. The orchestra is composed of members from the African continent, and the performance will feature music from various African countries.

CHAMBER MUSIC

Chamber music will be performed at the college auditorium on Saturday evening. The performers include members of the school of music, and the program will feature classical music from various composers.

FROZEN RALLY AND CLEAN UP ENEMIES

The frozen rally and clean up enemies will be held at the college auditorium on Sunday afternoon. The event will feature games and activities related to the theme of cleaning up and eradicating enemies.

GIVE OUT PLEDGES TODAY

Greek Letter Fraternities Announce Over 80 New Men Pledged During Rush Week

Once again Greek letter chapters at the university have turned out large numbers of new material and have once again rearranged their spaces. The chapters have arranged to underscore the importance of their organizations with new pledges.

COUGAR GRID HOPES NO TOO BRIGHT

Interview With W. S. C. Monroe, Brings to Light Squad's Shortcomings

The Washington State College Cougars have a difficult task this fall in reorganizing their team to meet the competition in the Pacific Coast Conference according to an interview with Coach Barlow, director of athletics, and Andrew Holcomb, assistant football coach of the Pacific Coast Association, who returned from Los Angeles after meetings to discuss the future of the conference.

"We are faced with the necessity of developing an entirely new football team," said Coach Barlow, "and the Cougars have a difficult task ahead of them." According to Coach Barlow, the Cougars are in a difficult position, but they are making the best of the situation. "We have so far been unable to attract enough players to our team," said Coach Barlow, "and we are making every effort to enter other football contests." Mike Marra, in his new position, is planning to enter other football contests. Mike Marra is in his new position, which is to attract more players to the team.

For the

Huff's Cafe

WHEN YOU WANT GOOD TASTING

SANDWICHES—COFFEE—SALADS—PIES—CAKES—COOKIES

Milk, Cream, Cheese, Ice Cream, Sherberts and Candy

CALL 294

THE BON TOM CONFECTIONERY

GOLD STORAGE MARKET

OUR SERVICE, QUALITY, SATISFACTION AND MODERN FACILITIES have won the steadfast attention of all those good things to eat.

Idaho Pride Hams

The hams that friends everyday serve, they carry with them a name that宗旨. Special prices this week—This 33 lb. Phone 7

Introduction to the

MOSCOW BARBER SHOP

This is the man our chair is in his suit. And should he get a chair he should be right at home.

The man on the second floor, his name is Moses. His men are all his own. All are told.

Call Giant York Barbershop on Tuesday 7 p.m. at the hotel. The first two men will be given a free shave and haircut.

The man on the third floor, his name is Moses. Do your job right.

The man on the fourth floor, his name is Moses. You make my day.

FROZEN RALLY AND CLEAN UP ENEMIES

The frozen rally and clean up enemies will be held at the college auditorium on Sunday afternoon. The event will feature games and activities related to the theme of cleaning up and eradicating enemies.

HUFF'S CAFFE

CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS

FOR THE EASY

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS FOR ALL QUIZES

BRAIN TEASERS

NO ANSWERS YET

FULL LINE OF SHOES FOR MEN AND BOYS

TROUBS AND CASES

WELL ESTABLISHED SHOE REPAIRING DEPARTMENT

J. N. FRIEDMAN

MAIN STREET

THEY'LL BE HUSTING IT OUT

YOURS FOR THE SMOKE

MAGAZINES AND CANDIES

JERRY'S

PHONE 400

3rd and Main Streets